Why did Hyun Jin Nim not give up his responsibilities and stay at
Father’s side for one year, as Father requested?
1. Each person has their 5% responsibility: H2, TM, KJ, IJ, and all the scheming leaders.
2. Hyun Jin Nim did not understand the extent of their plotting at the time--or didn't want to
believe it even when he was warned. That is why they were able to undermine him so many
times repeatedly. He did not want to believe that people around Father and his own family
members would do such things.
3. Hyun Jin Nim was trying to fulfill the providential timetable to establish Cheon Il Guk. For
many Family Federation leaders, this may have been simply "another" thing Father was
asking them to do, but for Hyun Jin Nim it was of paramount providential importance. He
considered it more important to be setting the conditions for a successful Foundation Day
rather than playing politics and staying "at home". One may regard this is a mistake of
judgment, but no one can say that the situation in the True family and the course of the
providence would have been improved by Hyun Jin Nim giving up his responsibilities for a
year.
4. Perhaps H1 thought he had more allies than he really did at the time. The FF ran a
systematic operation to remove and shut up anyone who supported H1 near Father. Once the
core people who supported H1 were removed, the others saw the winds changing and aligned
to the new direction against H1.
5. I think H1 didn't want to get in between Father and Mother. Obviously his mother had a
direction she wanted to pursue that was different from her husband. Father wanted H1 in
charge and she did not. It is one thing to argue with a person who is a leader, and quite
another to come between the True Parents and make them argue over an issue.
6. Staff around TM and the palace were under H2 and TM: in other words, they could still
plot something around H1. In other words, being near Father also meant being near H2, TM,
and all the clerics that wanted H1 out: He would be in the center of the "viper's den" with an
overwhelming majority of people against him. They could easily find ways to provoke him
and get that on video and use it to undermine him continuously. In other words, going to
"live" next to Father has many (nasty) implications one has to consider.
M.F.
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I know that this is their strong argument: HJN was disobedient and it would have been
different if he had followed Father's direction.
However, what members don't know is that by the beginning of 2009 UC was under control
of True Mother, H2, KJ and few key leaders. Even if HJN stayed with Father, the situation
wouldn't have changed.
There were too many incidents that Father's directions were altered or not executed at all. Yet
what did Father do about them? Basically nothing happened even though Father knew about
them. (Probably he knew some of them not all of them.)
The content of Father's HDH was not known to members at all, and even top leaders were not
allowed to meet Father without Mother's permission. In other words the communication
channel between Father and leaders/members was blocked. Father got information only
through TM and those who supported TM. Even if HJN stays with Father, he cannot correct
all the wrong information given to Father. It's physically impossible. They would have put

wedge between Father and HJN non matter what. If that happened while HJN were with
Father, it would have been complete destruction of elder sonship.
Another point. If HJN didn't make any foundation for providence during 2009, it would have
been tremendous loss. It was 2009 GPC in Philippines that made amazing foundation for 2010.
It was GPC 2009 when two key leaders from Kenya met HJN. Archbishop Wabukala and Mr.
Manu Chandaria. They were moved by HJN and his vision to decide work with him.
Especially May Chandaria opened all the necessary doors including meeting with President
Mwai Kibaki. Since then, GPF Kenya made significant foundation and was able to stabilize
political situation of Kenya and helped Kenya make peaceful transition of power as well as
provided character education for future generation.
This is just one of many substantial examples of GPF work throughout the world. This would
have not been possible if HJN just stayed with Father and didn't do anything in 2009.
HJN made serious decision that he would continue to make global foundation for providence
even if he would be accused of being disobedient. If anybody wants to accuse HJN, he or she
should do it only after making at least the same level of global foundation for providence.
Rather, we must be grateful that there is an elder son who dedicates his life to continue
Father's mission and set the proper precedent of filial piety in front of God and humanity.
Y.K.

